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TO: MEMBERS OF THE PAPER PHYSICS PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Attached for your review are the Stares Reports for the projects to be discussed at the
Paper Physics Project Advisory Committee meeting. The Program Review is scheduled
for Tuesday, March 24, 1998, at 8:00 a.m_ - 12:00 p.nl and the PAC Committee Meeting
will be held from 1:00 p.m_ to 5:00 p.m
Please note that the meeting is being held at the Institute of Paper Science and
Technology.
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8:00 a.m. - 8:10 a.m. Opening Remarks and Antitrust Statement John Waterhouse
& Dirk Swinehart
8'10 a.m. - 8:20 a.m. Welcome from Vice President of ResearCh Gary Baum
8:20 a.m. - 8:50 a.m. Project F007 On-line Measurement of Mac Hall;
Paper Properties
8'50 a.m. - 9:20 a.m. Project F008 Fundamentals of Acoustic Pierre Brodeur
Radiation
9:20 a.m. - 9:50 a.m. Project F020 Fundamentals of Dimensional Doug Coffin
Stability
9:50 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. Break
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Project F026 Fundamentals of Accelerated Chuck Habeger
Creep
10:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Project F023 Micromechanics of Fiber Martin Ostaja
Networks
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Project F024 Fundamentals of Refining and John Waterhouse
Fiber Properties
11:30 a.m. - 12'00 a.m. Project F025 Fundamentals of Interfiber Hiroki Nanko
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Room 173
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Paper Physics Committee Discussions
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,, Antitrust/Confidentiality Statements
· Next Meeting Date
· Review Agenda
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· RAC Liason's Overview of Research Lines/Roadmaps
· Research Lines/Roadmaps
· Research Ideas List
· Project Review Critique Forms
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· Subcommittee Project Reviews
F007 On-line Measurement of Paper Properties
F008 Fundamentals of Acoustic Radiation Pressure
F020 Fundamentals of Dimensional Stability
F026 Fundamentals of Accelerated Creep
F023 Micromechanics of Fiber Networks
F024 Fundamentals of Refining and Fiber Properties
F025 Fundamentals of Bonding
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
· Full Committee Project Reviews and Summaries
· Close Meeting
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Division' Fiber and Paper Physics
Project Staff: Mac Hall, Ted Jackson, Andy Brown
FY 97-98 Budget: $85,012
Allocated as Cost Share in CooperativeAgreement No. DE-FC02-95CDE41156
Time Allocation' 20%
Supporting Research
Related External Funding for FY 97-98: DOE/OIT- $599,900
RESEARCH LINEIROADMAP
10. Energy Performance
12. Sensors and Process Control
PROJECT OBJECTIVE
This project is focused on the fundamentals of paper stiffness measurement using
ultrasonics and the relationships of ZD and in-plane stiffnesses to on-machine process
parameters. It supplements the project to develop commercially viable sensors and
instrumentation capable of measuring the velocity of ultrasound in the in-plane and
thickness directions of the paper web as it is being made on the paper machine.
PROJECT BACKGROUND
The variations of the elastic stiffnessesof paper with refining, fiber orientation, wet
pressing pressure, wet straining (draws), and drying restraints have been studied and
reported (Baum et al., 1984; Habeger and Baum, 1986). These studies have
demonstrated that elastic stiffnesses are sensitive to changes in furnish and to changes
in the various process parameters. Measurement on the paper machine of the elastic
stiffnesses in both the in-plane and thickness directions along with the basis weight,
moisture, and caliper of the web should provide means to continuously monitor product
quality and data to control the paper manufacturing process.
_i_: Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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The instrumentation should be applicableto most grades of paper, but will be particularly
beneficial to the heavier weight grades, packaging paper and paperboard, because
"strength" propertiesare of primary importance for these products. Energy waste is
avoided by minimizing the amount of substandard production, partiiculady during grade
changes, which must be repulped and remanufactured. Further energy savings should
result from optimum utii'liizationof refining and drying (Lantz and Chase, !988), and from
efficiency improvement in subsequent converting processes as a result of product
uniformity.
A 1000-ton/day machineproducing 350,000 tons/year uses apprdximately4.725 trillion
Btu/year. For each 1% of production that is substandard and reprocessed at 13.5 million
Btu/ton, the 1000-ton/day machine wastes 47.25 billion Btu/year. Substandard
production may be as high as 5 percent. Assuming this technology will reduce
substandard production by 2% (i.e., to 3% rather than 5%), the energy saving would be
94.5 billion Btu/year or $378,000 (@ $4/million Btu) annually for the 1000-ton/day
machine.
Refining requiresapproximately 200 k_/ton or 2.1 million Btu/ton (1 kwh = 10,500 Btu).
For a 1000-ton/day machine, the annual energy usage for refining is approximately 70.0
million kwh or 735 billion Btu. Assuming the optimization of refining could reduce the
energy required by 10%, this would be equivalent to a savings of 73.5 billion Btu or
$294,000annually.
By decreasing refining, drainage is improved, requiring less steam for drying the web.
The steam required for drying is equivalent to approximately 8 millionBtu/ton, or 2.8
trillion Btu/year for a 1000-ton/daymachine. If the moisture of the paper entering the
dryer is reduced by 1.0%, the dryer steam required would be reduced by about 3%. This
would save an additional 84 billion Btu/year or $336,000 annually.
Summary for a 1000-ton/day paper machine:
_'3/_!! Confidential Information -Not for Public Disclosure
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Annual Energy Use = 4.725 trillion Btu = $18,900,000 @ $4/million Btu
Reprocessingsavings:
* Electricity 38.5 billion Btu
* Steam 56.0 billion BtU
Total reprocessingsavings 94.5 billion Btu = $378,000
Refiningsavings:
* Electricity 73.5 billion Btu = $294,000
Dryingsavings:
* Steam 84.0 billion Btu = $336,000
Total potential savings for 1000-ton/day machine:
* Electricity 112.0 billion Btu = $448,000
* Steam 140.0 billion Btu = $560,000
@ $4/million Btu = $1,008,000
Total savings/year 252 billion Btu/year = 5.3%
Additional benefits of the technology are difficult to quantify. The ability to control to
stiffness targets not only minimizes energy waste, but also provides the potential
environmental benefit of using fewer trees. The paper manufacturer would be able to
monitor the effect of recycled fiber utilization on product quality and thus could use higher
percentages of recycledfiber with confidence that the product remainswithin
specifications.
Minimizing the need to repulpand remanufacture reduceswater utilization and provides
consequential benefits to the environment. An additional waste that is difficult to quantify
is the "waste" of fiber quality that occurs each time the fibers are dried and rewet. This
type of waste is avoided by making quality paper the first time through the paper
machine.
While designing and developing instrumentation to demonstrate on-machine
measurement in a mill, this project has supported various related studies in the
Confidential Information- Not for Public Disclosure ·
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laboratory. These studies provide background and support for verifying on-machine
sensor performance and on-machine measurement and process relationsihips.
Some examples are'
Demonstrated repeatable measurements of short-range variations of MD, CD, and ZD
ultrasonic velocities for cross-machine samples of machine-made papers.
Ultrasonic velocity measurements of CD strips show large short-range variations that
appear similar to the nonuniformities, streaks, and "dry-line fingers" observed on the
forming table.
Examined vadous correlation techniques to determine relationships between ultrasonic
velocity measurements and compressive strength measurements, Ring Crush (RC) and
short-span compressive strength (STFI).
Developed system to make high resolution measurements of basis weight (using the
ABB Beta gauge) and ultrasound velocity in the ZD (using fluid-filled wheels) for paper
samples mounted on the laboratory web handler.
Demonstrated sensitivity of ZD ultrasonic measurements to wet pressing and
calendering using samples made on Herty pilot machine.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS (March 97 -March 98)
' IPST Technical Paper Series Number 641' "Small-Scale Variations in CD Strips
Observed Using Ultrasonic Velocity Measurements," by M. S. Hall and T. G. Jackson.
Presented at International CD Symposium, Tampere, Finland, June 5, 1997.
IPST Technical Paper Series Number 665' "New On-Line Out-of-Plane Ultrasonic
Elastic Stiffness Measurement Technology," by T. Jackson and M. Hall.
Presented at 1997 TAPPI Process and Product Quality Conference, October 2, 1997.
_
Applied multivariable statistical analysis to data for samples from Herty pilot machine
run, April 1-4, 1997.
:?_: ConfidentialInformation- Notfor PublicDisclosure
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Tape-pull examples suggest short range structural formation in some papers that may
be observed with high resolution ultrasonic measurements.
PROJECT GOALS FOR FY 98-99
Fundamental study of relationships between elastic constants and properties that may
be inferred from online ultrasonic measurements (C. Habeger and D. Coffin).
[See appended discussion of "Relationships between Elastic Constants" by C.
Habeger]
Verify on-machine ultrasonic sensor measurements by comparison with laboratory
instrument measurements.
Determine relationships between on-machine ultrasonic velocity measurements and
papermaking process variables, e.g., refining, wet pressing, wet straining, and
calendering. Emphasize the sensitivity of ZD ultrasonic measurements to process
variables.
Compare "structural" formation observable with ultrasonics to formation observed with
"beta" measurements.
PROJECT DELIVERABLES:
Verification of on-machine sensor measurements.
Report on observed relationships between on-machine ultrasonic velocity
measurements and papermaking process variables
_
:;_:_; Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure




Apr- Jul- Oct- Jan- Apr- Jul- Oct-
Jun Sep Dec Mar Jun Sep Dec
I
1. Elastic constants/properties ....................... *
relationships(withstudent)
2. Verify on-machine sensors' -.......... _ ........... 2
(1) In-plane; (2) ZD
3. On-machine measurement/ ............................. *
process relationships




While developing and evaluating the measurement capability of our ultrasonic
instrumentation in the laboratory, we have reportedobserving repeatable measurementof
large short-rangevariations in the propertiesof typical machine-madepapers. We have
demonstrated the ability to make in-planeand ZD ultrasonic velocity measurementsand
basis weight measurementsat intervals as small as 1 millimeter..
At a TAPIO Users Club meeting inTampere, Finland,June 3, 1997, Mark Ryan of Mead
Escanaba reported on observations related to "Finger Ridges." He reported using tape-
pull methods to observe bands of machine direction oriented fibers on the wire side.
These appear to be related to the tube spacing in the head box (Aidun, 1996). However,
high resolution analysis of the basis weight and caliper of the uncoated paper showed no
peaks at the tube spacing frequency.
We have experimented with a paper sample that shows bands of machine direction
oriented fibers on the wire side using tape pulls. Using in-plane ultrasonic velocity
measurements in the MD at 1-millimeterintervals,the resultsappear to correlate with the
fiber orientation found with a subsequent tape pull. We hope to explore further the
-,_ Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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possibility that in-plane and ZD ultrasonics may be used to characterize "structural
formation" that may not be observed with high-resolution basis weight measurements.
In-Plane Ultrasonic Measurements
The on-machine in-plane sensor will measure the CD longitudinalvelocity (VcD) and the
shear velocity (Vsu)in the cross direction. We are also interested in knowing the MD
longitudinal velocity (VMo).This can be calculated in the following way.
We start with the relationship (Baum, et al., 1981)
G = p(VsH)2= [(EMD)(EcD)]_/2
(1)
211+ (VMDVCD)I/2]
For anisotropy ratios less than 3, the in-plane Poisson ratio,/v v _/2\ MD CD/ , was found by
Baum, et. al., to be essentially constantwith a mean value of 0.293. Substitutingthis into
Eqn. 1 gives
p(VsH)2= 0.387 [(EMD)(EcD)]1/2 (2)
where EMD-P(VMD)2( 1 - VMDVCD)and ECD=p(VcD)2( 1 - VMDVCD)
I have substituted (VMD)(VcD) for [(EMD)(EcD)] 1/2in the past in this equation since the density
cancels out of the equation and the Poisson ratio is small. However, the Poisson ratio
should not be ignored in the relationship between E and V. Substituting those into Eqn.
2,
(VsH) 2 = 0.387 (VMD)(VcD)( I- VMOVCD),where VMDVCD= (0.293)2 (3)
or (Vs,)2= 0.354 (VMD)(VcD) (4)
_ Confidential Information Not for Public Disclosure
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Thus, it is only necessary to measure the CD longitudinal velocity (VcD) and the shear
velocity (VsH)to calculate a value for the MD longitudinalvelocity (VMD),
VMD= 2.82 (VsH)2NcD. (5)
The IPST robot for in-plane measurementshas been used to measure the VMD , VCD , and
Vsu along the CD of CD strips of several linerboard grades. The relationships of the
measured velocity values were found to be consistent with a proportionality constant of
approximately 2.8.
Analysis of Samples from April 1-4,1997 Pilot Machine Run at Hetty
Thirty-four tests were run April 1-4, 1997 at the Herty Foundation in Savannah, GA.
Rolls of paper to provide pulp for these tests were supplied by Georgia-Pacific from its
Cedar Springs mill. An online measurement system (ABB 1190/SmartPlatform) is
installed on the No. 1 pilot paper machine. However, measurements of paper
properties used in this analysis were performed on the paper using instruments in the
IPST laboratory under standard temperature and humidity conditions.
' A table of the resulting values is included in this report. The values represent an
average of all values taken of the given parameter for the given condition.
Statistical Analysis
Several statistical methods were used to analyze the data. Each paper property (i.e.,
ZD velocity, density, caliper, etc.) was tested to see whether the 6 available process
changes had any effect on its value. The 6 process changes available at Herty are:
· Canadian Standard Freeness (CSF)
· 1stWet Press
· 2ndWet Press
,::; Confidential Info,rmafion - Not for Public Disclosure
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· Wet Press Draws
° Calendering
,, Basis Weight (BW)
The analysis begins by assuming that all variables (process changes) significantly
affect the desired paper property. The statistical analysis will result in showing which
effects probably occurred by chance and which effects probably occurred due to an
actual relationship between process and property. The analysis uses an Excel macro
and follows the procedures outlined above.
Seven paper properties (dependent variables) were examined and tested to determine
which of the 6 process changes (independent variables) significantly affected them.
The 7 paper properties examined were:
· Caliper
· Density
· Out-of-plane ultrasonic transit time
· ZD ultrasonic longitudinal velocity
· MD ultrasonic longitudinal velocity
· CD ultrasonic longitudinal velocity
· CD ultrasonic shear velocity
Results
Each independent variable was tested using the above described statistical analysis
method. Outputs of the Excel macro for each test were obtained. The outputs for
Caliperand ZD ultrasonictransittimeare included in this report as examples together
with a summary chart for all independent variables. The followin, g is a brief discussion
for each test.
,,_:i:_ Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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Caliper:
The results show that caliper is highly influenced by basis weight. This is expected. If
one assumes that all other process variables are held constant, an increase in basis
weight should result in a thicker sheet. If calendering is used, the effects of basis
weight will be reduced. Therefore, assuming everything is held constant, caliper should
behave fairly linearly with basis weight. The slope of the line being determined by the
current calender pressure.
It makes sense then that calendering is also a significant variable in predicting caliper.
Freeness appears to play a role also. Perhaps the more refined.the pulp, the denser
the fibers can pack. This would cause an increase in density (we therefore expect to
see a relation between density and freeness) which would, at a given basis weight,
accompany a reduction in caliper.
The wet presses have slight effects on the caliper. The 1stwet press is much less
significant in affecting caliper than the 2ndwet press. It is interesting to point out that
while the F-test concluded that the 1stwet presswas a significant variable, the t-test
found it to be insignificant.
This model's large F-ratio suggests that a large percentage of the information needed
to predict caliper is found in the significant variables (CSF, 1stWet Press, 2ndWet Press,
Calendering, and BW). The mean absolute error and the standard error of estimate are
only 3% of the average caliper reading.
Density:
Most surprising of the density results is the fact that basis weight is not considered a
significant variable in its prediction. The wet press draws are about as significant in
',_,_ Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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estimating density as they were for estimating caliper. The same reduction in
significance in the 1stwet press relative to the 2ndwet press is observed.
Perhaps the basis weight effect for density is similar to that discussed for caliper. A
given calendering results in a given densification of the sheet. Thus with calendering
constant, changing basis weight only produces a thicker sheet at the same density.
However changes in the calendering pressure directly increase/decrease the sheet
density.
The freeness argument for significance is similar to that used for caliper. More refining
of a pulp will allow a closer packing of fibers and hence a denser sheet.
The mean absolute error and standard error of estimate show that the estimate was
within 4% of the average density of predicting the measured value. However, the lower
F-ratio (as compared to caliper), as well as a Iow r2 value, suggest that other process
variables are needed to add missing information to the model to improve the estimates
of density.
Out-of-planeultrasonictransittime:
The out-of-plane ultrasonic transit time showed a highly significant influence of freeness
(CSF), 1stwet press, 2 ndwet press, and BW. CSF is by far the most significant process
vadablo in predicting transit time that was analyzed in this study. /his is consistent with
the expected increased bonding between fibers at a lower freeness (higher refining).
An increase in calendering from 50 pli to 350 pli was found to be insignificant in its
effect on transit time. However, the 1stand 2ndwet presses are highlysignificant in
determining transit time. The BW role is not as clear and also not as significant a factor
in predicting transit time.
,_. Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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This model results in a 5-6% average error of prediction. However, it has a very high F-
ratio and high correlation constant. Perhaps the high error is due to the fact that the
values used for CSF, the most significant variable, are only set points and not exact
measurements. Continuous measurements of CSF were not readily available.
ZD ultrasoniclongitudinalvelocity:
The results for ZD ultrasonic longitudinal velocity are consistent with those obtained for
caliper and transit time, since ZD velocity is the caliper divided by the transit time. As
expected, ZD velocity is found to be most sensitive to CSF due to the effects discussed
with transit time. The 1stand 2 ndwet presses also affect ZD velocity similar to transit
time. The relative significance of all three of these process parameters is less than that
for transit time. Since their influences on caliper are so much less than transit time, the
effective influence on caliper divided by the transit time is reduced.
It is interesting to note that BW is considered insignificant. BW was fairly significant for
both caliper and transit time. Apparently the effects that BW has on each of these
variables is similar. Therefore dividing one by the other effectively cancels out the
effects of BW.
The model has only a 6% average error. Its F-ratio and r2 values are very high but less
than that of both transit time and caliper. Perhaps additional information is required to
replace the canceled BW effects.
MD ultrasoniclongitudinalvelocity:
MD ultrasonic longitudinal velocity appears to be sensitive to the' same parameters as
ZD velocity. It is sensitive to CSF and insensitive to calendering. However, BW effects
are much greater in predicting MD velocity than ZD velocity. It is noted that while the
;_,i_i ConfidentialInformation- Notfor PublicDisclosure
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2 ndwet press is considered a significant variable for MD velocity, the 1stwet press is
not.
This is the only property affected by wet press draws in this study. The ability to
change the draw in this study was limited and the effect observed is quite small.
CD ultrasoniclongitudinalvelocity:
The only process variable in this study found to have a significant effect on CD velocity
was Basis Weight. This model, with only BW, is not very accurate for predicting CD
velocity. A very Iow F-ratio (although still in the significant range) and r2 value suggest
that several more process variables are needed to have enough information to predict
CD velocity.
CD ultrasonicshear velocity:
CD ultrasonic shear velocity seems to have the same significant process variables as
MD velocity. A high F-ratio and r2 value tends to show that the information present in
the process variables is sufficient to predict CD shear.
Status of On-machine Demonstration
The Institute has a Cooperative Agreement with the U.S. Department of Energy's Office
of Industrial Technologies (DOE-OIT) for a project to develop and demonstrate
commercially viable on-line ultrason!c velocity sensors. The project includes the
implementation of two pilot-scale prototypes and a full-scale production system with the
ability to measure both in-plane and out-of-plane (ZD) ultrasonic velocity.
IPST is prime contractor with cost-share participation by ABB Industrial Systems Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio, the Herty Foundation, Savannah, Georgia, and the Georgia-Pacific
iiii:!_i Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure(For tPST Member Company's Internal Use Only)
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Mill in Cedar Springs, Georgia. We are in the fourth year of a 5-year development and
testing program.
An AccuRay® 1190TM System with a Smart Platform_M1200 has been installed on the
web handling system in the laboratory at IPST. A similar system is installed on a pilot
machine at the Herty Foundation. A similar system is installed at the Georgia-Pacific
Cedar Springs Mill. It has been operating on their paper machine #I since April 1997.
The sensor carriage in each of these scanners contains state-of-the-art basis weight,
moisture, temperature, and caliper sensors. ABB has built and installed an in-plane
sensor at IPST and at the Cedar Springs Mill; work continues on debugging and
checkout. IPST has designed and built a ZD ultrasonic velocity sensor using
transducers mounted in fluid-filled wheels. After an initial test at Herty, it was decided
to redesign the wheel mounting modules so that the wheels could be steered during
scanning. The redesigned modules are ready for testing.
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APPENDIX
"Relationships between Elastic Constants" by C. Habeger
°
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!n the plane of the sheet, the general theory of orthotropi(_ elasticity allows paper
to have four independent elastic constants. To completely determine ultrasonic elastic
responses, it therefore requires four different velocity measurements. To achieve full
characterization in the laboratory, we routinely measure longitudinal velocities in the MD
and in the CD along with shear velocities in the CD and at 45 degrees to the MD. On-
line, it is impractical to make four independent velocity measurements. Thus, it appears
that we are handicapped on-line. But, maybe there is a way out.
There is empirical evidence that paper, in practice, has only three independent
elastic constants. That is, there seems to be a relationship between elastic constants
that exists for paper but not for general orthotropic planar materials. This is called
Campbell's relation. It is a rather elegant relationship that can be expressed in a
number of relatively simple, equivalent forms. One is that the shear modulus is
independent of angle to the MD. Armed with Campbell's relation, on-line
characterization is simplified; properties not directly measured can be inferred.
A good deal of paper physics research remains in order to confirm or deny
Campbell and to rationalize its existence or nonexistence. An ultrasonic technique
development at IPST provides a better method for establishing all the in-plane elastic
constants. This needs to be applied to a range of paper and other planar structures to
firmly evaluate Campbell and its perhaps preferential role in paper. On the theoretical
side, Schulgasser has shown that the Cox model (uniform strain and ali stiffness from
fiber elongation) along with a special fiber distribution function (wrapped Cauchy) gives
Campbell. However, Cox is poor in the determination of Poisson and shear elastic
properties, and its comment on Campbell (a relation between all elastic constants) is of
little relevance. Later Schulgasser and Page demonstrated that'a laminate model
(uniform strain and sheet stiffness from all fiber stiffnesses) and a wrapped Cauchy
distribution could reproduce ali four of the experimental elastic constants with
reasonable fiber properties. Since the data fitted complied with Campbell, this indicates
that Campbell is consistent with the laminate model, wrapped Cauchy, and wood fibers.
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However, the implications of the laminate model and various distributions for Campbell
were not investigated explicitly. Thus, there is much work to be done. Does Campbell
truly exist in paper to a better approximation than in other materials? If so, why and
under what conditions?
Another remarkable characteristic of paper is that its in-plane, elastic properties
maintain orthotropic symmetry even under circumstances in which orthotropy would be
expected not to hold. Orthotropic symmetry can be broken in paper manufacture by
misaligning fiber orientation and wet straining. However, experirhentally, the sheet
properties average so that the elastic constants have orthotropic symmetry about an
intermediate axis. The same cannot be said for plastic sheets drawn in more than one
direction.
The orthotropic and Campbell phenomena seem to demonstrate that paper is
peculiar in that its elastic properties average in very simple ways. Why is this?
?/il Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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· Project #4183 "Acoustic Separation Technology" -
Sponsored by Department of Energy and Beloit Corporation
· Project #4190 "Closed Water Treatment in Pulp Mills Using
A Dual Flocculation/Uttrasonic Clarification Method"-
Sponsored by State of Georgia Traditional Industry Program
in Pulp and Paper- In collaboration with Prof. Yulin Deng
(IPST Engineering and Papermaking Division)
RESEARCH LINES/ROADMAPS' 4, 7, 11, 12, and 13
PROJECT OBJECTIVES'
· Investigate fundamentals of acoustic radiation pressure (ARP) effects on fiber
suspensions
· Demonstrate selected pulp and paper industry-related applications of acoustic radiation
pressure
· Determine economic viability of acoustically-based processes
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PROJECT BACKGROUND'
Project F008 was initiated in July 1992 to explore various effects of acoustic radiation
pressure on water-suspended wood pulp fibers and other particulate matter. Since then,
considerable work was accomplished to develop a structured research program, develop
specialized test equipment (e.g., 450 I/min acoustic separation system), perform
preliminary demonstrations (e.g., transverse deflection of fiber suspensions subjected to
traveling and standing ultrasonic wave fields in laminar and turbulent flows, acousto-
optical method to determine wet compactibility of fiber suspensions), and seek external
funding to supplement IPST's funding effort. Combined funding from all sources enables
the following nonproprietary current activities'
· Acoustic separation of vessel elements and hardwood fibers (#F008)
· Development of automated image analysis method to quantify the presence of
vessel elements in hardwood furnishes (#F008)
· Demonstration of dual chemical fiocculation/ultrasonic clarification method
(#4190)
· Theoretical/numerical analysis of acoustic radiation force acting on wood pulp
fibers under zero flow, laminar flow, and turbulent flow conditions (#4183)
· Separation technology development (#4183)
. · Safety analysis (#4183)
· Economical, technical, and energy assessments of technology (#4183);
· Technology transfer (ff4183)
As indicated above, project F008 focuses on the vessel elements/hardwood fibers
separation application.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS (March 97 -March 98)'
· Preliminary vessel separation experiments were performed in April-May using
Eucalyptus furnish and a newly-developed 450 I/min experimentalsetup (student work
performed by Michelle Oakland, M.S., June 97); results provided evidence that the
acoustic force produced in a traveling ultrasonic wave field propagating in a direction
normal to a pulp stream can be used to get a vessel-depleted pulp stream and a
vessel-enriched pulp stream; however, the lack of a rapid test method for vessel
counting significantly affected the pace of work and prevented any optimization work.
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· Another series of experiments was performed in November using oak furnish and test
conditions similar to the first set of experiments; results were marginal and further
demonstrated that the lack of a rapid and operator-independent vessel counting method
was essential to the satisfactory demonstration of the separation method.
· Microscopy/staining work to enhance vessel/fiber contrast and preliminary software
detection trials were initiated in November as preliminary steps toward the development
of an automated vessel detection method using a high resolution CCD camera received
in January. The method will provide the total number of vessels and vessel size
distribution. It is a prerequisite to the satisfactory continuation of separation work.
· The separation system was upgraded in the December-March period in preparation for
the next round of experiments. Also, test equipment is now available to determine
power consumption.
· A study of ultrasonic refining of pulp suspensions was completed by John Blanz (M.S.,
June 97). Results were compared to measurements obtained using a PFI mill. In
addition to refining results, it was found that ultrasonic cavitation is very efficient in
removing fiber curl.
PROJECT GOALS FOR FY 98-99'
· Complete development of automated image analysis system to determine the
percentage of vessel elements in hardwood furnish
· Complete demonstration of acoustic separation of vessel elements and hardwood fibers
· Provide assessment of separation application
PROJECT DELIVERABLES'
· Demonstration of acoustic separation of vessel elements and hardwood fibers
· Automated image analysis system for vessel counting and vessel size distribution
PROJECT SCHEDULE'
Tasks FY 97-98 FY 98-99
Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May
Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun
EquipmentPurchasing .........
SystemUpgrading i ............... !
Microscopy/Staining Work _........ Z i
i
Vessel Detection Method ...... i ...... -
Prelim. Trials (Training) ......
Vessel Separation Experim ............. ............
Application Assessment = _.....
Final Report ......




This status repo_ presents an overview of the progress accomplished so far in project
FO08. First, background information from the early days of the project is provided in
Section 2 to appreciate current research activities. Section 3 provides a description of
the experimental setup used to demonstrate the separation of vessel elements and
hardwood fibers. Section 4 provides an introduction to the theoretical/modeling
research effort on fibers interacting with an ultrasonic wave field. Section 5 provides a
review of accomplishments about the separation of vessels and hardwood fibers.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes research activities concerning the development of the
automated image analysis method for vessel detection.
2. Background
Project F008 began in July 1992. This project was set up to study the fundamentals of
acoustic radiation pressure effects on fiber suspensions and investigate potential
~
applications in the pulp and paper industry. In essence, when water-suspended wood
pulp fibers interact with an ultrasonic wave field, they are subjected to an acoustic force
which results in fiber migration [1-4]. There is also an acoustic torque which reorients
fibers. Both acoustic force and torque are nonlinear effects. These effects are very
attractive because they enable the non-contact mechanical manipulation of flowing
fibers. Although several studies have shown that fluid-suspended particles can
_
agglomerate when submitted to traveling or stationary ultrasonic wave fields, very little
is known in the context of prolate spheroids (cigar-shaped particles) or cylindrical
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particles. Also, the study of fiber suspensions interacting with an ultrasonic wave field
in laminar and turbulent flows is not documented in the literature. An understanding of
acoustic manipulation of fibers at large flow rates is of primary importance.
Very early in the project, a basic experimental apparatus was built to investigate the
acoustic force on non-moving and flowing fiber suspensions. A special acoustic cell
mounted in an unpressurized vertical pipe of square crosssection was devised to
deflect an input stream of fibers interacting with a traveling ultrasonic wave field
(unidirectional field) normal to the flow direction. The cell is composed of a 2 x 10 cm
active area piezoelectric ceramic transducer operating at 150 kHz and a sound
absorber of equivalent area. In this arrangement, fibers flow against gravity and deflect
toward the absorber position when the sound field is turned on. The transducer-
absorber separation distance is 2 cm.
Preliminary experimental observations confirmed that the acoustic force could
potentially be used to separate/fractionate fibers based on fiber width [5].
Consequently, an in-flow divider blade was installed above the acoustic cell in such a
way as to separate highly deflected fibers (coarse fibers) from weakly deflected or
undefiected fibers (slender fibers and/or fines). This would lead to at least two output
streams' a coarse fiber-enriched stream and a coarse fiber-depleted stream.
Literature/patent searches did not reveal evidence of past work in this area. A patent
applicationwas filed by IPSTin 1996.
In a particular series of experiments using the basic experimental setup, rayon fibers of
constant width/variable length and constant length/variable width were tested as a
· IPST Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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function of acoustic intensity and flow rate at 0.05% consistency. Rayon fibers were
used as they best simulate wood pulp fibers. Separation efficiency was indirectly
determined by measuring the cleanliness efficiency of the weakly deflected fiber output
stream, i.e., by analyzing the percentage of fibers remaining in the "clean stream."
Cleanliness efficiency [CE] is defined as follows:
CE - 100(1 - fc/fF) [11
where fc and f, refer to the percentage by weight of solids oven dried for the clean and
feed streams, respectively.
Results supporting the hypothesis that fiber migration is a function of fiber width are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. While the cleanliness efficiency increases as a function of
intensity for all test samples (at constant flow rate), indicating an increased migration
rate from the transducer to the absorber, the cleanliness efficiency is not significantly
' affected by fiber length in Figure 1 and increases as a function of fiber width in Figure 2.
100
Flow Rate: 1.6 !/min. ._
_, 80 Fiber Width: 25 it m :_..- _: '_
T ..... _'-;'-__ _ _
40 --''' '_'' _ __-
¢-..-- __.4._mm/
0 _ .....,.,mml
0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.0S 0.09
Acoustic Intensity (W/cra 2)
_
Figure 1. Cleanliness efficiency as a function of acoustic intensity for constant
width/variable length rayon fibers. Fiber dimensions were determined a
priori using a microscopy method.
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Figure 2. Cleanliness efficiency as a function of acoustic intensity for constant
length/variable width rayon fibers.
In a similar set of experiments, a Bauer-McNett classifier was used to separate two
fractions of never-dried hardwood fibers (sample A, average fiber length' 0.78 mm;
sample B, average fiber length: 1.10 mm). The cleanliness efficiency was determined
for samples A and B and a mixture labeled M ( 25% A - 75% B; predicted fiber length'
1.02 mm). Results are presented in Figure 3. Clearly, the efficiency increases as a
function of fiber length (related to fiber width in this case).
60
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Figure 3. Cleanliness efficiency for samples of never-dried hardwood fibers._
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Figure 4. Pulp thickening effect [2 cm (horizontal) x 10 cm (vertical)].
Another series of observations was obtained using softwood fibers under zero-flow
conditions to study the compactibility of fiber suspensions. Figure 4 shows a
compacted fiber suspension for an initial pulp consistency of 1% (whiteindicateswater
and blackindicatesfiber).The acoustic intensity is 0.3 W/om 2. One can easily see a
pulp thickening effect. A new test method, acoustic wet fiber compactibility, has been
proposed to control the refining process and predict the apparent density of paper [6].
Using a more efficient transducer (> 90% power efficiency conversion from electrical to
mechanical power), video recordings were obtained for different acoustic intensity
levels at 70 I/min (18 gal/min) using never-dried softwood fibers (at max. pump
capacity; Re _ 6000 - turbulent regime). Results are shown in Figure 5 (blackindicates
fiber). Pulp consistency is 0.1%. One can see that fiber deflection (toward the left)
significantly increases as a function of intensity (shown as a thickening of the fiber mat
_
(black)on the left side of the cell). At 4 W/cm2,the intensity is already too large and
deflected fibers bounce back.
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Figure 5. Video recordings under turbulent flow conditions. [2 cm (hor.) x 10 cm
(vert.)].
Other test results can be summarized as follows'
(1) Migration rate for shives is significantly larger than that for fibers;
(2) Migration rate for earlywood fibers is larger than that for latewood fibers;
(3) Observations using OCC fibers show that the fiber fraction migrates but the fines do
not; and
(4) Observations using mixtures of fibers and ink particles attached to air bubbles show
that the air bubbles are not affected by the acoustic force, thus providing a means to
enhance the removal of fibers in flotation deinking.
Experiments were also conducted using a standing ultrasonic wave field. This field is
obtained by a reflector instead of an absorber. The reflector was made of stainless
steel. Providing that the separation distance between the transducer and the reflector
corresponds to n (1/2),where lis the acoustic wavelength (10 mm at _- 150 kHz in
IPST Confidential Information - Not for Public Disclosure
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water), interference between the transmitted and reflected wavefronts produces a
standing wave field pattern. Since the transducer-reflector separation distance was 2
cm, four nodal pressure planes were created. Observations using wood pulp fibers
showed that the fibers quickly migrate toward pressure planes when the acoustic field is
turned on, thus leading to the formation of four parallel agglomeration planes. This is






Figure 6. Agglomeration of 5.9 mm rayon fibers at 1% consistency in a standing wave
field. Four layers are produced. The Reynold's number is approximately
500.
Technical limitations (small size of equipment, consistency and flow limitations) in the
quest to perform realistic separation experiments using existing equipment led to the
decision in 1996 to design and fabricate a larger-scale experimental setup. The
separation system was functional in March 1997, but with limited capabilities. It was
used to gather preliminary measurements on the separation of vessel elements and
_
hardwood fibers [7]. Additional equipment to drive transducers and determine power
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consumption was purchased during the fall of 1997. Details of this apparatus are
reported in the next Section.
In parallel to the development of the larger-scale experimental setup and the vessel-
fiber separation study, an investigation of ultrasonic refining of pulp suspensions using
a 20-kHz ultrasonic processor was performed by John Blanz (M.S., June 1997) [8]. The
most interesting finding was that high power ultrasonics can potentially be used to
decurl fibers.
3. Ultrasonic Separation Apparatus (Joseph Gerhardstein)
Last year, a larger laboratory scale acoustic flow cell and flow loop was built to
overcome problems with the smaller setup. Schematic diagrams of the flow loop and






Figure 7. Flow system for the laboratory prototype acoustic separator (drawing not to
scale).
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Briefly, the flow cell consists of a 1.9-meter flow development section, an acoustic
section containing three 5xl0-cm, 150-kHz piezoelectric transducers above it, and is
topped by an atmospheric pressure mechanical separation system. The flow cell is
rectangular in cross section, with one dimension fixed at 5 cm, and the other variable
from 5-15 cm (in 5 cm steps). A 450 I/min (maximum) variable speed centrifugal pump
is used to produce flows in the cell with Reynolds numbers between 400 and 140,000.
A 500 liter stock tank is used to feed the pump, and a pair of 200 liter stock tanks are
on the output of the flow cell (one on each side). The cell is typically run in a close loop
mode, where the stock flows from the 500 liter tank, through the pump, into the flow cell
where it is acoustically processed, then out into one of the 200 liter tanks and back to
the 500 liter tank (it can also be run in batch mode where the sample is entirely
collected in the 200 liter tanks). Samples are usually taken from the 200 liter tanks
while the cell is running in closed loop mode.
Figure 9 shows the electrical setup for the acoustic cell. Three separate channels are
used, one for each transducer, to provide flexibility in how the system is run. A
computer controls three function generators via a GPIB network. These function
generators are set to produce sine waves at 150 kHz, and are phase locked so that the
waves are synchronized. The output from the function generators are fed into three
power amplifiers which boost the signal strength to the amplitude necessary to drive the
transducers. As the output from the power amplifiers is at 50 ohms, and the
_
transducers have a much larger input impedance, a set of matching networks is used to
perform the transition. Feedback is provided to the computer from each power amplifier
to maintain the power output constant during an experiment.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the laboratory prototype acoustic separation system
(drawing not to scale). Separation using a traveling wave field
(unidirectional) is shown.
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Figure 9. Electrical setup for the acoustic cell.
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The laboratory scale acoustic separator has undergone extensive testing. Figure 10
shows an example of deflection of softwood kraft pulp using a traveling wave field
configuration. However, experiments done last year by IPST M.S. student Michelle
Oakland (M.S., June 1997) showed several limitations to the new system that needed
to be corrected before further meaningful experiments could be done. Of primary
concern was the power available from the current ENI power amplifiers. With the 400-
watt amplifier used previously in the small scale setup, intensities of up to 20 watts/cm2
could be generated in the small (2x10 cm) transducer (see previous section), but only 8
watts/cm2with the new, larger (5x10 cm) transducers. There was also only one 400-
watt amplifier, and hence 100-watt amplifiers were used for the other two new
transducers which produced intensities of only 2 watts/cm2. These lower intensities
made it difficult to repeat experiments done earlier on the smaller scale setup.
At the time this report was written, three new 1500-watt ENI power amplifiers had been
ordered and were installed on the setup, which will now provide intensities of up to 30
' watts/cm2. Because of these higher intensities, the transducers and matching networks
were returned to the manufacturer to have modifications made to increase their power
handling. The transducers were designed to handle temperatures up to 100 °C, but
because of the higher power that each transducer and matching network will be
handling, overheating may become a problem (especially at Iow flow rates). To monitor
temperature, a system of thermocouples has been installed on both the transducers
_
and the matching networks, and a computer will be used to monitor the temperatures
and shut down the system if overheating occurs.
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Figure 10. Softwood Kraft pulp in the new flow cell. Transducers are on the left, and
absorbers on the right (traveling wave configuration); flow is from the
bottom to the top. Note the mechanical separator at the top of the flow cell.
Heating in the transducers and matching networks is caused by inefficient power
conversion. In order to determine where electrical power is being lost, an oscilloscope
with high frequency current and voltage probes was purchased. This oscilloscope is
used to measure current and voltage, and hence calculate power, along the electrical
path from the wall outlet to the transducer as shown in Figure 11. Measurements will
be done between the wall outlet and the power amplifier (amount of power the amplifier
consumes), between the power amplifier and the matching network (amount of power
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output by the amplifier), and between the matching network and the transducer (power
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Figure 11. Measurement of electrical power usage from wall to transducer using new
oscilloscope and high frequency probes. Oscilloscope is shown measuring
power between Power Amplifier and Matching Network.
The power measurement setup has already been tested and yielded some unexpected
results. Specifically, we were able to measure power between the Power Amplifier and
Matching Network on the small scale setup. Upon looking at the waveform, it was
noticed that the old ENI 400-watt power amplifier was not producing as clean of a sine
wave as was hoped. Because frequencies other than 150 kHz are not efficiently used
by the transducer, these other frequencies represent power that will be lost to heat in
the transducer. After discussion with other users of this amplifier, it was determined
that this is a characteristic of the amplifier. At the time this report was written, no
measurements had been done with the new amplifiers (though other users of these
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amplifiers were much happier with the signal quality). Measurements were attempted
between the Matching Network and Transducer. However, because of the extremely
high impedance of the transducer, large errors occurred in the measurements. We are
currently working on a way to correct these errors or to increase the impedance of the
oscilloscope probes.
In addition to measuring electrical power losses, a new hydrophone with an extra-long
arm was ordered to measure the acoustic power within the flow cell and determine the
electrical-to-acoustic power conversion efficiency of the transducers. This
measurement will provide the final piece of information about power losses from the
wall to the water, and should provide overall efficiency information.
Another avenue of increasing efficiency of the separation system is to use a standing
wave field and take advantage of the resonance condition within the flow cell.
However, with the current 150-kHz transducers, standing waves produce agglomeration
planes separated by only 5 mm. This would make it difficult to perform mechanical
separation after the pulp has left the flow cell. In order to increase the separation of the
standing wave agglomeration planes, a set of 60-kHz transducers which will produce
spacings of 12.5 mm was ordered recently. The frequency of 60-kHz was chosen as it
will produce resonance in the flow cell with wall spacings of 5, 10, and 15 cm, and will
have agglomeration planes spaced far enough apart to mechanically separate the pulp
after the flow cell. The use of a standing wave field is attractive in the-context of the
separation of vessels and hardwood fibers (see Section 5) because vessels can be
deflected over relatively shorter distances, thus enhancing separation efficiency.
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4. Theoretical/Modeling Research Program (Mee Choi)
The experimental work is complemented by a newly-established theoretical/modeling
research program. This program is especially important in order to optimize and/or
predict various effects, it has the following initial objectives:
· Review past theoretical work about acoustic radiation pressure effects on cylindrical
particles and prolate spheroids and verify that theoretical predictions agree with
experimental observations.
· Develop a theoretical framework to begin the study of acoustic deflection of dilute
fiber suspensions under different flow conditions
In agreement with the first objective, a review of different derivations for the acoustic
force applied to rigid and elastic cylinders was undertaken. Derivations by Awatani [9]
and Zhuk [10] (infinitely long rigid cylinder in traveling wave field with axis perpendicular
to the sound field) and Hasegawa, et al. [11] (infinitely long elastic cylinder in traveling
wave field with axis perpendicular to the sound field, including internal reflections and
scattering) are compared in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Plot of dimensionless acoustic radiation force vs. ka (also dimensionless)
for the case of a traveling wave field as obtained using different equations.
Upper axis is cylinder radius, a, in mm for a 150-kHz acoustic wave in
water. Awatani [9] and Zhuk [10] give nearly identical results, hence
overlap.
In this figure, the force (per unit length L, per unit surface area S, and per unit acoustic
energy density E)is plotted as a function of the parameter ka where k is the wave
number and a is the cylinder radius. Assuming water as the suspending medium and
150 kHz as the wave frequency, k - 628 m'1. The density is set to 1090 kg/cm 3. !t can
be seen that in the range of ka of interest to us (ka - 0.01 to 0.1), the derivations agree
very well with each other. From Figure 11, increasing ka will cause an increase in the
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acoustic force. Increasing ka one order of magnitude (say from 0.01 to 0.1) will cause
an increase in the acoustic force of approximately 2.5 orders of magnitude. This could
also be interpreted as an increase of one order of magnitude in ka will reduce the
amount of acoustic energy density (E), and therefore electrical power, by approximately
2.5 orders of magnitude. Hence it appears obvious that working in aka range of 0.01 is
not as efficient as working closer to aka of 1. The value of ka can be increased one of
two ways' an increase in the cylinder radius (a); or an increase in the acoustic wave
frequency (increase in k). As the fiber dimensions are not easily changed, the most
forward way to change ka is to increase the transducer frequency.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the force for a traveling wave and a standing wave
field, as derived by Awatani [9]. As can be seen, the force is significantly larger for the
standing wave. Figure 13 plots the ratio between the standing wave force and the
traveling wave force. For a "normal" fiber of 25 mm radius in water exposed to a 150-
kHz sound field (ka - 0.0157), a standing wave will produce a force approximately 5000
times greater than the traveling wave. As ka approaches 1, the traveling wave and
standing wave forces converge. Hence for Iow values of ka, the standing wave will
produce a significantly stronger force than the traveling wave.
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Figure 12. Comparison between acoustic radiation force for traveling and standing
wave field, from Awatani [9]. It can be seen that the acoustic force for a
traveling wave field is significantly larger.
Based upon the above theory, a series of experiments with extremely dilute solutions
(0.0001%) is planned with the intent to measure the velocity of fibers in a suspension.
In order to control the fiber properties (including length, diameter, and shape), rayon
fibers will be used initially. A high-speed video system will be used to measure fiber
translation and rotation speeds within standing and traveling wave fields for various
values of ka in order to confirm the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 13. Ratio of Standing Wave acoustic force to Traveling Wave acoustic force,
based on Awatani [9]. For a fiber with a 25 mm radius at 150 kHz, the ratio
is approximately5000'1.
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5. Separation of Vessel Elements and Hardwood Fibers (Joseph Gerhardstein,
Feler Bose)
At the Fall 1996 Project Advisory Committee meeting, it was recommended that an
investigation of the use of acoustic radiation pressure principles to separate vessel
elements and hardwood fibers be undertaken. It is well known that the presence of vessel
elements during offset printing can be detrimental because vessels do not bond very well
to fibers, and consequently, can be picked by impression cylinders (vessel picking
problem). Since there are currently no satisfactory methods to remove vessel elements,
the industry addresses the problem by using pulp mixtures to reduce the concentration of
vessel elements. Also, refining is used to reduce the size of these particles but at the
expense of unnecessary hardwood fiber treatment.
A preliminary study of acoustic separation of vessels and hardwood fibers was
performed by Michelle Oakland (M.S., June 1997) during FY 1996-1997 [7].
Eucalyptus bleached kraft pulp (100%) from dry lap sheets was used for all
experiments. As no current accepted method existed for counting vessels within a
pulp, the first task was to develop a repeatable method to perform the quantification.
The method was developed based upon industry-developed microscopy methods, as
well as from the literature (no standard test method is available). The method involved
placing 1.5 mi of well mixed 0.1% pulp slurry (for a total of 1.5 mg of pulp) onto a
standard microscope slide. The slide was dried and then stained. Slides were placed
under a 200x microscope, and the entire area under the coverslip was viewed in a
systematic manner. Vessels were broken into four categories' Large Vessels (intact
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vessels much larger than a fiber), Small Vessels (intact vessels about the size of a
fiber), Large Pieces (vessel pieces larger than about 20x50 mm) and Small Pieces
(vessel pieces smaller than about 20x50 mm). Slides were measured in a random
order to reduce systematic error. Results were then reported as the number of vessels
per 1.5 mg of pulp. Six slides were measured for each sample for statistics. A typical
large eucalyptus vessel is shown in ,,Figure 14.
.... _:_:ii¢ _ .............................. -
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Figure 14. Typical large vessel found in eucalyptus pulp.
Four experiments were run using the eucalyptus pulp and the experimental setup
previously described in Section 3 (note' the setup was not as complete as it is now).
The experiments are detailed in Table I. Experiments A and B were repeats of each
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other. Experiment C looked at reversing the acoustic intensity distribution from 9 W/om 2
on the bottom transducer and 4 W/om 2on the top transducer to 4 W/om 2 on the bottom
and 9 W/cm2on,the top transducer. Experiment D investigated lower consistency. All
results are for the case of the mechanical divider placed 1 cm from the absorber side of
the flow cell (4 cm from the transducer side).
Table I. Experimental Design for Vessel Separation Experiments.
i
Acoustic Intensity
Experiment Consistenc Flow Rates Bottom Middle Top
Design y (I/min) Transducer Transducer Transducer
(W/om 2) (W/om 2) (W/cm 2)
A 0.20% 20,50,75, 9 4 4
100
B 0.20% 25,100 9 4 4
C 0.20% 25,100 4 4 9
D 0.10% 25,100 9 4 4
Initially, more experiments were planned, especially at different flow rates,
consistencies and acoustic intensities. However, the counting of vessels turned out to
be quite time consuming, and seriously limited the number of experiments that could be
done. Figure 15 shows results from Experiment A.
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Figure 15. Results from Experiment A.
Only the large vessels appear to have any significant variation as a function of flow
rate. For the large vessels, only the 100-L/mtn flow rate had a higher vessel count than
the no power case, though the standard deviations easily ovedap. Figure 16 shows
results from all four experiments (note: for experiments B, C and D, data was taken only
at 25 and 100 I/mtn). As the large vessels and large pieces were considered to be the
most important (both from a vessel picking standpoint and an ARP standpoint), their
counts were combined while the small vessels and small pieces counts were not used.
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Figure 16. Flow Rate vs. Number of Large Vessels and Large Pieces for Experiments
A-D. Dotted line is for samples taken with no acoustic field.
The results shown in Figure 16 are somewhat confusing. At the lowest flow rate where
one would expect the best separation, the results are widely scattered around the no
power case. However, at higher flow rates where one would expect worse separation,
the results exceed the no power case and tend to converge. Also, experiment C has
the opposite trend from experiments A, B, and D.
_
The results are explained as follows. For experiment C, fibers flowing through the
acoustic cell see an increasing acoustic field (from 4 to 9 W/cm2). The initial 4 W/cm 2
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on the lower and middle transducers begins the migration of the vessels toward the
absorber. The 9 W/cm 2on the top transducer then pushes the vessels the rest of the
way toward the absorber, resulting in a high vessel concentration at the mechanical
diwider. For experiments A, B and D, fibers flowing through the acoustic cell see a
decreasing acoustic field (from 9 to 4 W/cm2). Upon entering the cell, the vessels
encounter the relatively strong 9 W/om 2field and are deflected toward the absorber.
However, as they flow through the cell, the middle and top transducers do not apply as
strong a field, and hence allow the vessels to spring back from the absorber and remix
with the flow, resulting in a lower vessel concentration at the mechanical divider. This is
shown in Figure 17. At a flow rate of 100 I/min, the results converge toward the no
power case. This is believed to be due to insufficient dwell time within the acoustic cell
to achieve separation because of the higher flow rate.
! ' i '
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Figure 17. Acoustic trajectories for the two different transducer configurations.
Figure on left is for experiment C, Figure on right is for experiments
A,BandD.
It is clear that the above results are less than satisfactory. Nevertheless, they indicate
that acoustic radiation pressure has an effect on large vessels.
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Another series of experiments was performed in November 1997 using Eucalyptus and
Oak furnishes. While every attempt was made to maintain similar test condition s in
order to reproduce results previously obtained using Eucalyptus pulp, data analysis was
performed by another person. Measurements were found to be marginal. More
importantly, they confirmed that the vessel counting method was seriously deficient and
prevented any optimization work about acoustic separation. Not until a rapid and
reliable test method is available that a comprehensive study of acoustic separation of
vessels and hardwood fibers can be performed (see Section 6).
There are numerous test conditions waiting to be investigated' flow rate, acoustic cell
width, mechanical divider location, acoustic dwell time, acoustic intensity, frequency,
pulp consistency. Also, in addition to a traveling wave field configuration, experiments
using a stationary ultrasonic wave field must be conducted for at least two reasons' 1)
at equal power level, the acoustic force in a stationary ultrasonic wave field can be
three to four orders of magnitude larger, thus enabling separation at significantly lower
power levels; 2) the migration distance for vessels is significantly less (few millimeters
between agglomeration planes instead of centimeters between transducer and
absorber positions), thus increasing vessel separation efficiency.
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6. Automated Detection of Vessels in Hardwood Furnish (Brian Pufahl)
Due to the subjectivity and length of time associated with manually inspecting fiber
samples, it was decided to initiate the development of an automated image analysis
system for vessel detection. The system differs from traditional fiber inspection in that it
relies on a high-resolution digital camera with standard lenses rather than microscopy.
By utilizing the high-resolution camera, it is possible to analyze much larger sample
areas than microscopy while maintaining the resolution necessary to distinguish vessels
from other components in the sample. In addition, the sample is mounted on a
motorized X-Y table which allows the use of 6"x6" slides in place of the typical 1.5"x1"
microscope slide. Figure 18 shows a sche:maticdiagram of the camera-based system.
_:_,<(_:<:__' ' '' :'*:' ":: DigitalCamera:_:,;_.
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Pentium MMX Computer Adjustable Intensity Backlight
Figure 18. Schematic of Image Analysis System used for vessel detection in
microscopy slides.
All features of the system including sample positioning and image acquisition are
controlled by a Pentium MMX personal computer running under Windows 95. Although
commercial image analysis products could be applied to this system, these programs
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are not capable of providing system control and would require highly trained operators.
For these reasons, a custom programmed LabView-based software package is utilized
to provide system control, image analysis, report generation, and data archival. This
software provides a graphical operator interface and altows samples to be processed
with a minimal amount of operator training or input. Outputs from the software will
include total number of vessels and vessel size distribution.
_:,: _....._'"'" .._3:!ii__:_(_''"'_'""" :i;_i": _' :....._;_?_::.ii
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Partial Image from Digital Camera Full Image from Microscopy
Figure 19. Comparison of imaging systems.
Figure 19 contains images taken with the digital system compared to traditional
microscopy. Although the resolution of the systems are comparable in these images,
the digital system provides a wider dynamic range and a much larger_viewing area. In
the figure, the digital image has been cropped from 1528x1023 pixels to 500x500 pixels
(approximately 1/6 of the total picture) while the microscopy image is presented at its
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full size of 480x640 pixels. Although not apparent in the raw image, the analog camera
also contains a slight "halo" effect due to the distribution of lighting in the microscope
system.
In conjunction with the development of the automated digital imaging system, new fiber
staining techniques are being investigated (David Rothbard and Blair Staley, IPST
Microscopy Group). These techniques are required to reduce slide preparation time,
enhance contrast between vessels and fibers, and provide a stain which will not change
over time. Previously, "C-stain" was used as the staining agent but had three major
drawbacks' it did not provide sufficient contrast between the fibersand vessels, it
stained different fiber species in different ways, and it would continue to darken over
time. Recent trials with "Victoria B" and "Safranin" stains suggest that short term
exposures to these stains provide good contrast between the vessels and fibers along
with a permanent "set". These trials continue with the adjusting of stain concentration,
exposure time, and possible combination of the two stains.
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Division: Fiber and Paper Physics
Project Staff: PI' Douglas Coffin
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RESEARCH LINE/ROADMAP:
11 Convertibilityand End-UsePerformance
Improve the ratio of product performance to cost for pulp and paper products
25% by developing: models, algorithms and functional samples of fibrous
structures and coatings which describe and demonstrate improved convertibility
and end-use performance.
PROJECT OBJECTIVE'
Reduce the amount of paper rejected because of cockle through improved
efficiency in identifying the causes of cockle and/or use of corrective measures to
prevent cockle.
To develop a science-based understanding of the dimensional stability of paper
and paperboard, especially the phenomenon of cockle, and to apply these
fundamental results to practical industrial problems.
_
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
This project was initiated and started in July of 1994. The scope of work for this
project is to gain an understanding of cockle in paper and to develop the
knowledge and tools required to eliminate its occurrence. Cockle is a
manifestation of the dimensional instability of paper due to local variations in the
physical state of the paper coupled with a change in moisture content. The
phenomenon of cockle is directly related to the mechanical, hygroexpansive, and
physical properties of paper. These properties will be a result of the constituent
materials and the papermaking process used to produce the sheet. _th an
understanding of how cockle occurs, steps can be taken to eliminate it by
modifying the constituent materials or papermaking process. Since cockle is
inherently a complex problem and is influenced by many different factors, the
advances made in this research program will benefit the scientific understanding
in all areas of dimensional stability.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS (March 97-March 98)
· New Tools Developed
- Humidity Chamber: Completed construction for tests such as _hygrobucklingand
moisture sorption studies.
- Hygroexpansive Buckling Tester: Completed construction of testing apparatus
for producing buckling of paper strips resulting from an increase in moisture.
- Shadow Moir6 Topography System' Designed in conjunction with Electronic
Packaging Services at GTRI. Used to quantify cockle and cud.
· Testing Completed
-Hygrobuckling' Developed testing procedures. Measured postbuckling
response of several paper types. Developed a method to determine an effective
hygroexpansion coefficient for paper.
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-Cockle Measurements' Using the Shadow Moir6 system measured topography
of cockled samples of paper. Changes in cockle w'_h cyclic humidi,tystudied.
·Other Activities
- Developed a survey form from which we hope to gain better insight into the
important characteristics of cockle.
- Developed algorithms to calculate curvature from Shadow Moir_ results.
- Completed member company reports 3 and 4 which constitute an in-depth
survey of general buckling [2] and thermalbuckling [3] of thin plates.
PROJECT GOALS FOR FY 98-99
· Conduct survey of printers.
· Conduct investigation of cockle as a function of process variables and cyclic
humidity for handsheet study.
· Conduct hygrobuck[ing experiments for copy paper.
· Develop numerical simulation of cockle.
PROJECT DELIVERABLES' Reports for printer survey, handsheet study,
hygrobuckling study.
PROJECT SCHEDULE
TASK 98a 98b 99a 99b 00
Hyygro- strip buckling tests ......
buckling numerical model ................
sheet buckling tests ................
Cockle sensitivity studies
Tests specific studies ............
I
Cockle printersurvey ...... i
Evaluation cockle characterization -...............
ii . , i iiii
property correlation .........
i cockle classification ...... _....
ii _ ?
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DISCUSSION
The dimensional stability of paper is one of the pdmary concerns for many
paper grades. The interaction between moisture and paper effects the entire
life of paper from forming through converting to the end-use of the final
product. Dimensional instabilities, such as curl and cockle, are blatant
examples of the detrimental aspects of moisture and paper. Not so obvious
are the loss of modulus or the accelerated creep caused by the interaction of
moisture and paper. Thus, gains in the fundamental understanding of
dimensional stability are essential to improving the efficiency of the
papermaking process.
Cockle is one such area that has not been sufficiently addressed in a
scientific manner yet is prevalent in the paper industry. Thus, cockle was
chosen as the focus of our excursion into dimensional instability. The plan for
the current project was based on the following hypothesis for the cause of
cockle.
Cockle results from an in-plane variation of the free
' hygroexpansive strains resulting from a change in moisture
content of the sheet. Thenonuniformityin the potentialfor free
expansion creates compressive stresses in the sheet. !f the
compressivestressesare of sufficientmagnitude,the sheet will
buckle out-of-plane; thus, creating cockle. The free
hygroexpansivestrainis the stress free strain resultingfrom a
change in dimensions of a material undergoinga change in
moisture content. In addition to the nonuniformityin the free
hygroexpansivestrains, planar nonuniformitiesin mechanicalor
physicalproperties mustbe present to induce local bucklingof
the sheet.
_
In trying to get to our destination, minimizing cockle, we have set out on three
different roadways. Along each roadway we hope to gather sufficient evidence such
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that at the end of our path we clearly see that we have arrived. The three roadways
all head in the same direction and intersect each other along the way.
First, we are saying cockle is a buckling phenomenon and are studying the theory of
plate buckling. Second, we are saying that buckling arises from the restrained
expansion/shrinkage of the sheet and are investigating hygrobuckling of a sheet.
Third, we are saying that cockling arises from planar variations in prope_ies arising
from variability introduced in papermaking, thus we are studying the effects of
variability and process conditions on the severity of cockle. The following highlights
our foward progress made in the last year on each of these avenues of reseamh.
Buckling and Postbuck!ing Theory
We are now in the process of formulating a model that will predict the buckling of
sheets due to changes in moisture content. The model will account for planar
variations in thickness, mechanical properties, and moisture histories; as well as
two-sidedness. Imperfections in the original flatness of the sheet will be accounted
for. Initially, we will treat the sheet as a thin elastic material but may need to account
for inelastic effects. We will assume that the material properties are orthotropic but
may vary from location to location in the sheet. For this idealized material, which we
hope captures the essence of paper, we will predict the deformed geometry of the
sheet when it is subjected to a change in moisture content. In other words, we will
try to simulate cockle.
It is probably not possible to predict the exact buckled shape for a specific piece of
paper, but we expect to predict the general trends of cockle as a function of the type
and degree of variability. Thus, the model can be used as a tool to study
sensitivities ana determine the most likely causes of cockle.
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During the last fiscal year we issued a member company report that summarized our
critical review of the literature [1]. The full report from which we summarized the
results was issued as a member company report this year [2]. It gives a detailed
account of how to conduct a buckling and postbuckling analysis of thin plates. The
effects of parameters such as material symmetry, geometry, inelasticity, and
imperfections were reviewed. By using the summary given in reference [1], one can
interpret the type of buckled pattern that they observe in their paper. This insight
may help determine a method to eliminate the problem.
In the review [1,2], we concentrated on bu_liing due to applied compressive thrusts.
There is also rich literature in the area of thermal buckling. Our review of this
literature was issued as member company report number 4 [3]. This report is
available to member companies upon request.
From a mathematical viewpoint, swelliingdue to moisture change is the same as
thermal expansion. Therefore, we can apply the results from report number 4 [3]
directly to our study on cockle in paper. In reviewing this literature on thermal
buckling, we found several analyses that contained errors. These questionable
results are discussed in the report, and create an opportunity for some original work
of interest to the scientific community.
The model that we are now in the process of formulating will be based on the
knowledge we acquired from the literature search [1-3].
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Hygroexpansive Buckling
Last year we discussed the buckling of a paper strip restrained from expansion and
subjected to an increase in moisture content. As the moisture increases, the paper
wants to swell, but it cannot. Compressive stresses are created and the sample
buckles out of the plane of the sheet to relieve the stresses. This year we finished
construction of our hygrobuckling tester. We have completed some preliminary
testing as discussed below.
The hygrobuckling tester, shown as a schematic in Figure 1, will measure the axial
load and the out-of-plane deflection of a test sample as the moisture level increases.
In addition, the weight gain of a similar sample is measured. The buckling sample is
in the form of a strip, up to 0.5 inches wide and 6 inches long. Both ends of the strip
are clamped and restrained from any axial movement. The clamp on one side of the
strip is connected to a load cell. The load cell will measure the axial load that is












Figure 1. Hygrobuckling Tester.
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Last year, we discussed the analytic solution which predicts the buckling and
postbuckling response of the strip. The solution predicts that an initial period of
moisture gain is accompanied by a compressive axial load, but zero deflection. At
some critical increase in moisture content, the axial load will equal the critical
buckling load of the strip. Any increase in moisture above this critical level will result
in out-of-Plane deflections (buckling) and a decrease in the axial load. If our strip is
actually buckling, we will expect to observe this type of behavior.
The solution we obtained is in the form of two coupled integral equations. It was
solved in the same spirit as Euler's original problem of the Elastica. Interestingly
enough, the problem has not previously been solved, even for the thermal case.
Thus, we are presently preparing this solution as a journal ariticle for the
internationalJournalof Nonlinear Mechanics. The Paper Physics PAC approved
this action at the Fall 1997 meeting.
Our solution is for the ideal case where everything is perfect. Of course, with paper
we are far from perfection. Thus, we will expect to see small out-of-plane
displacements before the critical load is reached, but the deflection should increase
at a faster rate after buckling. In addition, we know the stiffness will decrease as the
moisture increases. Thus, we expect to see the load drop faster in the experiments
then our model would predict. We do expect that the critical buckling load would be
the maximum load observed.
We have conducted tests on several paper grades including copier paper, medium,
linerboard, and card stock. In general, we did see the results as expected. The load
levels for the copier paper were quite Iow and the noise levels were too great for
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accurate readings. If we continue with these tests, we will need a more sensitive
load cell (available for $500.)
Figures 2 and 3 give results obtained with the hygrobuckling tester. These were
determined for CD strips cut from an unbleached board grade with the following
material properties: caliper=30 mils (0.764 mm), grammage=414 gsm, width=15.9
mm, length=50 to 150 mm. Note that the axial load increases substantially as
moisture begins to diffuse into the sample. The load peaks and then drops off
quickly. At the point where the load peaks, the deflection begins to increase. Thus,
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Figure 2. Relative humidity and moisture pickup versus time for hygrobuckling test.
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Figure 3. Axial Load and vertcal displacement versus time for hygrobuckling test.
Let us define the moisture content at the peak load as the critical moisture content
which induces buckling and the peak load as the critical buckling load. According to
our buckling theory, the critical moisture change should be proportional to the square
of the ratio of the thickness to length (FL). Figure 4 shows a plot of the critical
moisture content versus (_L) 2. Note, a fairly straight line can be fit through the data.
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Figure 4. Moisuture pickup at peak load as a function of sample length.
The slope of the line shown in Figure 4 should be proportional to the coefficient of
hygroexpansion. Thus, this test procedure may be a plausible method to calculate
an effective coefficient of hygroexpansion for the sample. From the fit of the data
given in Figure 6, we have calculated an effective coefficient of hygroexpansion of
0 0 .0.03 _strain/_AMC. We measured a value of 0 09 %strain/%AMC in the Neenah
hygroexpansivity cabinet. Thus, our test shows buckling at moisture levels three
times lower than would be predicted. We need to verify this with repetitions. If the
discrepancy holds true, we will need to investigate why this is so. It could be due to
the fact that the bending stiffness to axial stiffness is not equal to (t/L)2/12 as
assumed in the model. This merits further investigation.
_
This hygobuckling tester, as far as I know, is unique. It may lead to new insight into
moisture induced buckling, and hence cockle, ff we can, understand the mechanics
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of the simple case of strip buckling, we will have a better idea of how to handle the
complicated case of co_le.
Cockle Measurements
In last year's progress report, we alluded to the fact that we were looking to acquire
a Shadow Moir_ system for measuring full-field sheet topography. In fact, we did get
just such a piece of equipment. We worked with Electronic Packaging Services
(EPS, 430 10th Street, Atlanta, GA) to design a system that would measure sheet
topography in a controlled-humidity environment. EPS produces Shadow Moir6
systems for the electronics industry thay are used in applications such as checking
flatness of pdntgd circuit boards. Ours was the first unit of its type to be used in the
lab for paper.
The system is designed to make noncontact field measurements of the distance
from the surface of the sheet to a reference plane. This is accomplished by forming
Moir_ fringes of dark and light areas that follow sufiace contours of the sheet.
Direct height measurements are obtained by taking three such fringe patterns where
the distance between the sheet and reference plane are moved a known distance.
The fringes are formed by casting the shadow of a grating onto the sheet at an angle
to the reference plane (36.5 °) and viewing the shadow through the grating from
above. The shadows and the lines interfere with each other forming contours that
pertain to a known change in height. Our unit is set up for a Ronchi rule grating with
50 lines per inch or I00 lines per inch. For one fringe pattern, this gives us a height
resolution of either 13.5 mils for the 100 lines per inch and 27 _ls for the 50 lines
per inch. By itself this resolution is not adequate, but by phase stepping the distance
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between the sample and reference plane we canimproveour resol_ions to 1.5 and
3 mils, respectively.
Three phase steps are completed by stepping the distance at a third of the
resolution. The three fringe images are combined in such a way that detai,led height
and gradient information are obtained.
The images are captured with a video camera, a frame grabber and a PC. The final
outputof the system is a height for each pixel of the image. This gives the full-field
topography of the sample. The reference plane can be taken as either the plane of
the glass plate, the plane fit through three corners of the image or the best fit plane
of the data. For cockle-measurements, we usually cho°se the best f'_ plane. This
gives a mean height of zero.
We have used the instrument to measure cockle for a series of machine-made
copier papers. We were able to quantify the cockle numerically, but the task to
determine the best quantities in which to quantify the severity of cockle remains
unsolved. For the set of sheets, we rated the cockle according to visual severity on
a scale of 1 to 5. Most of the sheets were rated as a 2 or a 4. The 2's were fairly flat
sheets with very slight cockle. The 4's had many small cockles. We compared the
standard deviation of the sheet heights to the cockle rating. The average of the
standard deviations in height for the number 2 sheets was 2.7 mils (0.4 mils.
std.dev.) and for the number 4 sheet we found a value of 3.6 mils (0.7 mils std.
dev.). In general' the measurements showed that sheets we perceived as having
more severe cockle did have a higher variation in surface topography, although the
variation in our data is quite large. We need to further investigate cockle
parameters.
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Figure 5. Effect of cyclic humidity on sheet topography. Figure shows sheet height
at initital 50% RH and at 50% RH after excursions to 85% RH
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A unique feature of our system is that we can observe differences in cockle due to
changes in moisture. The sample is placed in a humidity-controlled chamber. We
can take fringe images at any time and calculate topographies at different
equilibrium states. In terms of understanding our mechanism, we are interested in
how cockles vary with changes in moisture. To measure this change, we took one
of our cockled sheets and cycled the humidity from 50% RH to 85% RH six times.
Each time the sample was at 50% RH, we calculated the topography of the sheet.
We also determined the topography the first time the sheet was at 85% RH and the
last time it was at the high RH (actually 80 % RH for last step). Figure 5 shows the
sequence of topography maps at the 50% RH level. It is clear that the severity of
cockle increased dramatically after the first cycle with only slight changes in
subsequent cycles. Interestingly, we found that when the sheet was increased to
85% RH for the first time the cockle heights changed very little, but substantially
increased during the decrease back to 50 % RH. These results indicate that most of
the cockle change could be a result of releasing "dried-in strains." The height of
cockles at the final 80% RH level is much lower than the 50% RH heights. Table 1
provides maximum, minimum, and standard deviations for the heights at the different
time intervals.
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Table 1. Summary of height data for effect of cyclic humidity on cockle.
Cycle Time Max. Height (mils) Min. Height (mils) St. Deviation (mils)
inital 50 % RH 7.8 -8.7 2.5
first 85% 8.7 -6.7 2.7
2nd 50% RH 10.8 -10.7 4.1
3rd 50% RH 12.6 -9.7 3.9
4th50%RH 11.6 -11.1 4.3
5th50%RH 11.1 -13.0 4.6
6th50%RH 12.1 -10.0 4.0
6th 80 % RH 8.2 -7.6 3.3
These results suggest that some thought may be warranted on developing methods
to minimize cockle growth in a cyclic ;humidity enwironment, and we may be able to
develop methods that eliminate cockle.
Future Plans
i iiiii
During the last year, we have developed several useful testing techniques to help in
our journey to eliminate cockle. Our review of buckling theory and development of
several solutions has helped us focus our efforts in the right direction. The
hygrobuckling apparatus may lead to new insights that will guide us in planning
cockle tests and in developing the numerical simulations of cockle. The
development of the Shadow Moir_ system has opened the door to characterizing
cockle in a reliable and efficient way.
We would like to continue using the hygrobuckling apparatus to characterize
moisture-induced buckling of paper. We would like to compare our experimental
results to a numerical solution that predicts the postbuckling behavior. If we can
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achieve this goal, we will have confidence that we understand the impo_ant sheet
properties governing this phenomenon. We hope that in the future this apparatus
will be useful for characterizing the behavior of paper.
We are ready to conduct an experimental study of cockle in handsheets. We plan to
make a set of handsheets where we vary certain parameters such as furnish,
freeness, basis weight, density, drying restraint, and rates of drying. Then, we will
evaluate the flatness of the dried sheet and changes in flatness during cyclic
humidity testing. The results of these tests will provide correlation of cockle severity
to the process conditions. This information will prove usefUlrto help evaluate cockle
in machine-made papers.
Finally, we still need to develop the appropriate topographical parameters for
analyzing the severity of cockle. We plan on conducting our survey of printers in the
hopes of finding out what they perceive as good and bad paper. We will try to turn
the printer's perception into parameters that can be calculated from the topography
data. This will be accomplished by pulling together everything we have learned and
hope to learn.
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